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Nothingsevergonnastandinmyway Again
Wilco

The existing tab is pretty flawed, here s my take on it (without a capo)
The different verses and choruses differ slightly, so play them all and listen
to the song

Verse 1:
G#           C#               F#        F#7 E               
We ll find a way, regardless
G#           C#                F#
To make some sense out of this mess
            Fm 
Well it s a test but I believe
  E              C#
A kiss is all we need

Verse 2:
G#       C#                 F#             C#
All the above, for being in love
G#               C#         F#
Shouldn t that alone be enough
   Fm
Oh it s tough when love s a weed
   E                C#
It grows inside of me

Chorus 1:
Fm                D#            
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
G#                 A#m
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
A#m              G#                         C#              Fm
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my way again

Verse 3 is the same as Verse 2

Waste the days, waste the nights
Try to downplay being uptight
Oh you re right but I believe
A kiss is all we need

Chorus 2:
Fm            D#            
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
G#            A#m
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
A#m           G#                       C#              G#
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my way again



Bridge:
G#                    F#                Fm          A#
A watch that ticks is wrapped around my wrist, oh no
E
I m a bomb regardless
C#m
I m a bomb regardless
E
I m a bomb regardless
C#m                              G#
I m a bomb regardless

Verse 4:
G#                C#            Fm         C#
     We ll find a way
G#                C#            Fm         
     We ll find a way
                  E         C#m
We ll find a way

Chorus 3:
C#                 D#
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
G#                 G#7
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
A#m              G#                         C#
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my way again
Fm                 D#
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
G#                 A#m
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my
A#m              G#                         Fm
Nothing s ever gonna stand in my way again

Outro:
C#m         E
C#m         E           F#            G#


